The number of species of Bacteria and Archaea (ca 5000) is surprisingly small considering their early evolution, genetic diversity and residence in all ecosystems. The bacterial species definition accounts in part for the small number of named species. The primary procedures required to identify new species of Bacteria and Archaea are DNA-DNA hybridization and phenotypic characterization. Recently, 16S rRNA gene sequencing and phylogenetic analysis have been applied to bacterial taxonomy. Although 16S phylogeny is arguably excellent for classification of Bacteria and Archaea from the Domain level down to the family or genus, it lacks resolution below that level. Newer approaches, including multilocus sequence analysis, and genome sequence and microarray analyses, promise to provide necessary information to better understand bacterial speciation. Indeed, recent data using these approaches, while meagre, support the view that speciation processes may occur at the subspecies level within ecological niches (ecovars) and owing to biogeography (geovars). A major dilemma for bacterial taxonomists is how to incorporate this new information into the present hierarchical system for classification of Bacteria and Archaea without causing undesirable confusion and contention. This author proposes the genomic-phylogenetic species concept (GPSC) for the taxonomy of prokaryotes. The aim is twofold. First, the GPSC would provide a conceptual and testable framework for bacterial taxonomy. Second, the GPSC would replace the burdensome requirement for DNA hybridization presently needed to describe new species. Furthermore, the GPSC is consistent with the present treatment at higher taxonomic levels.
INTRODUCTION
The heyday of bacterial taxonomy was the twentieth century. During this period, many breakthroughs were made that have resulted in our present nomenclature and classification of the Bacteria and Archaea. Early in the century, great emphasis was placed on metabolic and physiological features to characterize bacteria. These features, combined with morphological traits determined by light microscopy, formed the basis for the early classifications such as those found in Bergey's Manual of Determinative Bacteriology culminating in the seventh edition in 1957 (Breed et al. 1957) . Since the 1960s, a number of technical innovations have led to discoveries that have transformed bacterial taxonomy into a science. Among these was the widespread use of electron microscopy to examine microbial cell fine structure, introduction of computers to develop phenetic approaches to taxonomy and the analysis of DNA whose sequence represents the 'chemical formula' of an organism. For the first time, genotypic characterizations, including mol% GCC composition of DNA and DNA-DNA hybridization, could be used to better define taxonomic entities. Indeed, DNA hybridization, developed in the 1980s (Brenner et al. 1982; Johnson 1984) , became the basis for a bacterial species definition that is still used today (Wayne et al. 1987; Stackebrandt & Goebel 1994; Stackebrandt et al. 2002) .
Another important finding of the latter half of the twentieth century was the discovery of microbial fossils (Barghorn & Tyler 1965) . For the first time, microbiologists were able to study micro-organisms within the context of evolution. Subsequent developments enabled geochemists to date microbial activities and hence early life, deep into the Precambrian era, more than 3 Gyr before the evolution of plants and animals.
One particularly important breakthrough of the late twentieth century was the introduction of phylogenetic analyses to examine evolution through the sequences of macromolecular subunits, especially protein and DNA, a concept introduced by Zuckerkandl & Pauling (1965) . The analysis of molecular sequences through phylogenetic approaches, such as the sequencing of the small subunit ribosomal RNA (16S rRNA and 18S rRNA), has led to a revolution in the classification of all living organisms into a Tree of Life (Woese et al. 1990) . In support of the fossil record, the Tree of Life has provided additional and independent evidence that microbial life originated first on Earth, well before that of macrobial life.
Accompanying these scientific discoveries was the adoption of some practices, which clarified and furthered the taxonomy of Bacteria and Archaea. One of these was the drafting of the Code of Nomenclature for Bacteria and Archaea. Now in its 2nd edition, the Code contains all the rules necessary for the formulation of proper names at all levels of classification. Another remarkably pragmatic effort led by V. B. D. Skerman was the adoption of an approved list of bacterial names that dated from 1980 (Skerman et al. 1980) . The authorities for each taxonomic group were notified and requested to provide recommendations for the treatment of all present species. This resulted in a list of approved names of species that was regarded as acceptable to the knowledgeable experts. This logical artifice resulted in discarding unused, uncertain and disputed names of taxa that cluttered the taxonomy. Since then, taxa from the level of species to order that are properly named, described and published in the International Journal of Systematic and Evolutionary Microbiology (formerly the International Journal of Systematic Bacteriology) are listed as validly published.
WHERE ARE ALL THE BACTERIAL AND ARCHAEAL SPECIES?
Despite the early evolution of microbial life, which occurred about 3 Gyr before the evolution of plants and animals, about 5000 bacterial species have been named. In contrast, at least a million animal species have been described. How can this great disparity in species numbers be explained considering the vastly longer time that the Bacteria and Archaea have been evolving, their relatively short generation times and their adaptation to fine-scale micro-environments in all ecosystems?
The low numbers of microbial species also seem anomalous considering that most of the major divisions, phyla and kingdoms in the Tree of Life are micro-organisms. This vast genetic diversity of microbial life is incongruous in the light of their low species numbers (Staley 2002) . It is difficult to imagine a tree with so many branches but very few twigs.
Consistent with these arguments is one that is based on the organism size. A very large number of microbial species, in particular Bacteria and Archaea, would be predicted to occur owing to the increasing numbers of species that are found among organisms as the size of macro-organisms decreases (May 1988; Hedlund & Staley 2004) . Is there a break in the trend because micro-organisms speciate differently from macroorganisms? Or, is this prediction actually true and possibly explained by a number of factors such as:
-differences in species concepts between the Bacteria and macro-organisms, -difficulties in growing, isolating in pure culture and characterizing bacteria, a prerequisite to naming new species, and -extensive horizontal gene transfer (HGT) and recombination within the Bacteria and Archaea that blur the distinction of species.
These three issues are considered individually as follows.
(a) Species concept differences There is no concept that has been advocated for or accepted by bacteriologists for the bacterial species (Rosselló -Mora & Amann 2001) . This is probably a result of the inability of bacterial taxonomists, at least until recently, to investigate the evolution of bacterial and archaeal species. There is, however, a bacterial species definition. Bacteria are described on the basis of both genotypic and phenotypic properties. The primary genotypic feature is the degree of DNA-DNA hybridization between the strains within a purported species (Wayne et al. 1987) . If an unknown strain shows 70% or greater hybridization to a designated 'type strain' that is deposited in a culture collection, then the strain is considered to be a member of the same species; however, if the unknown strain shows a lower level of hybridization, it can be named as a separate species. However, it is incumbent upon the scientist who is naming a bacterial species to also describe as many phenotypic properties as possible to enable the delineation of the new species from closely related species that have already been described. These include morphological and physiological features as appropriate for the taxonomic group. Therefore, each species must have its own distinctive phenotype to permit it to be identified (table 1) . The polyphasic species definition for bacteria refers to the combination of features, including molecular and phenotypic properties that are used in naming species (e.g. Gevers et al. 2005) .
Clearly, the bacterial species definition has served bacterial taxonomists very well during the past quarter century (Brenner et al. 2005) . First, it was based upon and largely consistent with the previous taxonomy that was in place at the time of its introduction. The major accomplishment was that it initiated a standard that 
a Note that the present classification does not include the kingdom level (Garrity & Holt 2001) .
was then applied to the naming of all Bacteria and Archaea and therefore led to uniformity within the Bacteria and Archaea. The idea of using an organism's entire genomic DNA in the DNA-DNA hybridization analysis as the basis for the species definition is logical as it permits a comparison of the relatedness of all the genetic features among strains. In addition, having phenotypic properties that are correlated with the genotypic properties enabled labs, such as clinical labs where rapid identification was important, and which were not able to carry out DNA-DNA hybridization analyses, to use more traditional phenotypic approaches. Therefore, the polyphasic definition has not only standardized bacterial taxonomy but stabilized it as well. Importantly, experiments on the diversity of microorganisms in soils support the much greater diversity of bacterial species than that represented by culture collections (Torsvik et al. 1990) . Indeed, based upon the present 70% DNA-DNA hybridization threshold used to describe bacterial species, over 100 000 species have been reported in a single gram of soil. If this is true, then the species definition cannot be the sole reason for the huge discrepancy in the numbers of bacterial species. These data indicate that bacteriologists need to seek better methods for recovery of the organisms that are difficult to grow (Staley & Konopka 1985) .
Some have challenged the bacterial species definition for a variety of reasons (Staley 1997; Ward 1998; Cohan 2002) . First, it is based on a threshold that is artificially derived and is dependent largely upon previous bacterial species definitions that were based entirely on phenotypic properties. Second, from a comparative standpoint, it is much broader than that used to describe animal species. For example, virtually all primates from lemurs to Homo sapiens would be considered the same species using the bacterial species definition of the mammalian commensal bacterium, Escherichia coli (Staley 1997) . As discussed previously, this has made it impossible to compare fairly the biodiversity of species among disparate biological groups. The result is that erroneous conclusions have been drawn about microbial diversity (Mayr 1998) . Third, the present definition does not take evolutionary concepts into consideration in the taxonomy of all organisms because speciation is, largely, an evolutionary process. Fourth, the definition is typological in that it relies on a single type reference strain used for comparative purposes that is placed in a culture collection (Ward 1998) ; furthermore, this type strain may unknowingly undergo mutations and deletions during transfers and growth subsequent to its description.
The advent of 16S rRNA gene sequencing transformed bacterial taxonomy. It has been widely accepted as a primary technique to identify bacteria. Prior to the introduction of 16S rRNA gene sequencing, the classification of many groups was extremely difficult. For example, aerobic Gram-negative bacteria that use acetate as a sole carbon source were placed in a single group, the pseudomonads, which comprised several genera including Pseudomonas. However, when 16S rRNA gene sequencing was introduced, it was discovered that these organisms arose by three different evolutionary routes that are now recognized as the Alpha-, Beta-and Gammaproteobacteria. As a consequence, many new genera have been identified and named. This is but one example of how 16S rDNA sequencing has not only eased but also greatly enriched the taxonomy of Bacteria and Archaea. Indeed, it is one of the first tests one uses now when a possible novel bacterium has been isolated from nature.
Unlike DNA-DNA hybridization, the 16S rRNA gene sequence as well as other gene and protein sequence information is archival. Once it has been determined, it is a definitive comparative feature of the strain of interest. In contrast, DNA-DNA reassociation experiments must be performed each and every time a purportedly novel strain has been isolated to determine its relatedness to known type species. Owing to the procedural difficulties associated with the DNA hybridization approach, very few laboratories still perform it.
Although 16S rRNA gene sequencing is important in identifying a strain to the family or genus level, it is of very little utility for differentiation of species (table 1) . For example, it is well known that organisms can have essentially identical 16S rRNA gene sequences and still belong to separate species based upon DNA-DNA hybridization (Fox et al. 1992) .
Nonetheless, one particularly useful property of the 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis is that it has allowed a more rapid determination of whether there is a need for carrying out DNA-DNA hybridization. This is owing to a known demarcation within existing species that have been analysed by both the procedures. If a strain shows less that 97% 16S rRNA gene homology with its highest match-described species, then it can be declared a novel species without carrying out DNA-DNA hybridization (Stackebrandt & Goebel 1994) . The establishment of this boundary condition has resulted in the naming of many more species without the need for DNA-DNA hybridization.
(b) Difficulties in cultivation and description Because animal taxonomists have traditionally described species based upon morphology, the criteria for identification can be simply achieved by macroscopic observation alone. The morphospecies concept is also applied to some eukaryotic microbial groups, e.g. the Protists, by use of microscopic identification. However, even microscopic examination is unsuitable as a sole criterion, with rare exceptions, for the identification of species of Bacteria and Archaea.
Bacterial taxonomists must first of all obtain a pure culture of an organism before it can be officially named according to the International Code of Nomenclature of Bacteria (Sneath 1992) . Then, it must be grown in the laboratory and compared to the most closely related strains using phenotypic and genotypic properties. Not only are these tests time consuming and expensive, but some bacteria grow very poorly in the laboratory. For these reasons, many bacteria have not yet been studied and described.
Furthermore, many bacterial species have not yet been grown in pure culture. Typical cultivation procedures used for the recovery of bacteria from natural habitats are poor in that they recover less than 1% of the organisms that are present. This has been termed the 'great plate count anomaly' and is thought
The bacterial species dilemma J. T. Staley 1901 to be due primarily to the difficulty microbiologists have encountered in designing conditions that are favourable for the growth of many of these bacteria (Staley & Konopka 1985) . Therefore, many novel phyla of microbial life that have been identified in environments by the use of molecular approaches (Hugenholz et al. 1998 ) remain unstudied in pure culture and therefore unnamed.
It is also noteworthy that bacteria can be named as candidatus organisms if it is not possible to grow them in the laboratory as long as sufficient information is known about them, including their mol% GCC content, their 16S rRNA gene sequence, cell size and shape, and other phenotypic properties. This enables the provisional naming of organisms, such as pathogens that cannot be isolated from their hosts, or microorganisms like the anammox (anaerobic ammonia oxidizing) bacteria of the Planctomycetes that can be grown in highly enriched conditions sufficient to enable their characterization.
(c) Horizontal gene transfer Another major issue that influences bacterial taxonomy and evolution is lateral or horizontal gene transfer. Evidence indicates that it is a confounding factor in the understanding of the relatedness among bacteria at all taxonomic levels. At one extreme, some have argued that it has highly muddled up evolutionary trees, that it has made it virtually impossible to understand microbial evolution. Others point out that our lack of understanding of bacterial speciation precludes any final decision on its significance.
BACTERIAL SPECIATION AND THE GENOMIC-PHYLOGENETIC SPECIES CONCEPT
The twenty-first century holds great promise as the time during which microbiologists will truly answer the question, 'How do bacteria speciate?' Already, genomic analyses of members of the same species are providing insight to this question (Konstantinidis & Tiedje 2005a,b) as well as multilocus sequence typing (Feil & Spratt 2001) and multilocus sequence analyses (MLSA). Only genomic and MLSA approaches appear to be useful for the classification of bacteria from domain to species (table 1) .
Bacteriologists have not yet developed a concept for a species (Rosselló -Mora & Amann 2001). However, with the accumulating evidence from molecular sequencing and genomic studies, the time seems ripe for a species concept. Indeed, at the highest taxonomic levels, the sequence of the ribosomal RNA in the small ribosome subunit, i.e. 16S rRNA for Bacteria and Archaea and 18S rRNA for the Eucarya, relies on the phylogenetic concept and has been shown to be very useful in the classification of all organisms on Earth into a single Tree of Life (Woese et al. 1990) . Although the Tree of Life is imperfect, it has nonetheless been immensely useful for the classification of the Bacteria and Archaea at higher taxonomic levels (e.g. Garrity & Holt 2001) . However, as mentioned previously, because 16S rRNA gene is such a highly conserved molecule, it is inadequate for the resolution of species of Bacteria and Archaea as well as other organisms (table 1) .
A phylogenetic species concept has been proposed previously for Bacteria and Archaea (Staley 2004) . Species are considered to be an 'irreducible cluster of organisms diagnosably different from other such clusters and within which there is a parental pattern of ancestry and descent' (Craycraft 1989) .
Genome analyses open the way for the implementation of array technology, and studies of gene expression, as well as providing the complete DNA sequence of the organism. When combined with genomic analysis, the phylogenic approaches are greatly strengthened. However, because genomic sequences require extensive labour and materials costs, they are not practicable as a requirement for a species concept. Their main role for the immediate future is to provide guidelines in our understanding of bacterial speciation. Thus, intensive genomic sequencing of closely related organisms from communities at varying geographical separation will provide a rich base for understanding speciation. This information will provide a means for assessing the clustering of strains within a 'species'. Information from genomic studies can be used to identify the specific group of genes that will be useful in phylogenetic analysis for that particular group of organisms. In addition, genomic approaches will provide additional information about gene regulation and expression. For this reason, a combined genomic-phylogenetic species concept is proposed.
The advantages of the genomic-phylogenetic species concept (GPSC) are as follows:
(i) The GPSC is a methodological species concept that relies heavily on macromolecular sequences (e.g. protein, RNA and DNA) that are not subject to biases of interpretation. Interestingly, most other prokaryotic species concepts use phylogeny to assess speciation events indicating the potential universality of the GPSC. (ii) The organism's ecology is encompassed by the GPSC in that adaptive radiations will be reflected in the alteration of gene and protein sequences in response to the organism's niche. The niche of an organism is a, if not the, primary cohesive feature of a species. By definition, no two species may occupy the same niche at the same time. The niche encompasses the habitat and how the organism makes its livelihood in its environment. The molecular sequences of the functional proteins and enzymes that are unique to the species are a reflection of the niche, as are the genes that reveal genetic drift and adaptive radiation associated with biogeography. Furthermore, the core housekeeping genes of the species will also probably reflect this same evolutionary pattern. (iii) The biogeography of an organism is considered by the GPSC in that genetic drift will result in a change in the gene and protein sequences of core genes. The ecological species concept is more limited in that it does not consider genetic drift that may result solely from physical or geographical separation. (iv) The evolutionary history of the organism is considered through the phylogeny of gene and protein sequences. In contrast, the evolutionary species concept is based exclusively on the evolution of an organism. The GPSC is more pragmatic in that it uses sequence information to infer the evolutionary pattern with the recognition that the true evolutionary pathway of an organism cannot be thoroughly understood. (v) Sequence-based information from genomicphylogenetic analyses is archival. (vi) Sequence information is readily portable and globally accessible. (vii) Taxa can be identified rapidly once the set of relevant genes for a particular taxonomic group have been identified. (viii) The GPSC has the potential for universality inasmuch as the GPSC has already been used in the Tree of Life and is being used by some for the taxonomy of plants and animals.
A potential though unlikely disadvantage of the GPSC is that phenotypic tests would have to become less significant in describing species, simply because it is difficult to phenotypically distinguish organisms that are very closely related to each other. Even now, if no phenotypic differences can be found, the organism is termed a genomospecies, i.e. an organism whose description is based entirely upon the results of the DNA-DNA hybridization data (Ursing et al. 1995) . Such examples cannot be presently described as species although they would be very likely using the GPSC. Of course with complete genome sequences, inferred pathways, enzymes and other proteins can be determined and proteomics can be used to assess phenotype.
The primary reason that the phenotype was highly important for the bacterial species definition was the pragmatic need for the rapid identification of pathogens in clinical laboratories. This was because DNA-DNA hybridization was highly laborious and timeconsuming for routine testing and identification of pathogens. However, now that molecular sequencing procedures are available, including commercial 'kits' for the rapid diagnosis of pathogenic species, this is no longer a serious issue. Moreover, molecular sequence information can be designed to be applicable across the taxonomic hierarchy, including the subspecies category for which phenotypic tests are not practical (table 1) .
In order for a phylogenetic concept to be practicable, it must rely on a set of core genes from an organism as well as those that reflect its niche. To the extent that typical housekeeping genes parallel this evolutionary pattern, they will be useful for this purpose. The identification of these core genes and their sequence analysis could serve as a basis for assessing species in that particular taxonomic group. Thus, the MLSA approach could be used to determine what the irreducible clusters are that comprise a species.
APPLICATION OF THE GENOMIC-PHYLOGENETIC SPECIES CONCEPT TO BACTERIAL TAXONOMY (a) Co-speciation symbioses
The GPSC could be applied to bacterial taxonomy rather quickly, at least for some taxa. To illustrate this, consider the situation in which bacteria have been shown to co-evolve with host animals. Buchnera aphidicola is an excellent example. Strong evidence supports that this bacterium, which lives in the bacteriome, a special compartment in the aphid's body cavity, began to co-evolve with its aphid hosts 150-250 Myr ago (Moran et al. 1993) . As a result, trees based on 16S rRNA gene sequencing of B. aphidicola and 18S rRNA gene and mitochondrial DNA sequencing of the host, combined with fossil evidence, produce a tree for B. aphidicola that is a mirror image of the aphid phylogeny (Moran et al. 1993; Baumann 2005) .
However, at this time, the taxonomy of the bacterium does not mirror the taxonomy of its hosts. Thus, a single bacterial genus and species has co-evolved and perhaps co-speciated with an aphid host which comprises several suborders and families, many genera and potentially some 4000 species (Paul Baumann 2006, personal communication) .
This present bacterial taxonomic treatment must be challenged owing to the following rationale: if symbiotic Bacteria or Archaea have been shown to co-evolve with their host species, then they may also co-speciate with them. Therefore, for each aphid host taxon (species, genus, family, suborder and order), there may be a comparable, separate and parallel bacterial taxon (table 2). I term this the 'co-speciation quid pro quo tenet' in bacterial taxonomy.
This illustrative example for B. aphidicola should not be interpreted as a blanket policy that for each aphid species there is a separate and parallel species of bacteria. Instead, it would be necessary to demonstrate empirically that each purported species pair has truly co-speciated. For this, appropriate MLSA studies would be necessary for the bacteria accompanied by similar analyses for the aphid host.
Interestingly, some controversy exists about the coevolution/co-speciation of Buchnera-aphid symbiosis based upon phylogenetic analyses of two bacterial genes (Martinez-Torres et al. 2001), the results of which do not show complete parallelism. However, the authors do not attribute the explanation to the false Buchnera phylogeny, but to the questionable phylogeny of the aphid hosts. It is important to recognize in Buchnera that its rate of evolution based upon 16S rRNA gene divergence is considerably higher than that of the aphid, making the Buchnera phylogeny more robust. The bacterial species dilemma J. T. Staley 1903 This proposed classification of Buchnera based on co-speciation would potentially increase the number of bacterial species by about 4000 (Paul Baumann 2006, personal communication) , which when combined with the official listing of 5000 bacterial species brings the total to about 9000. Therefore, this single example of co-speciation would almost double the present number of bacterial species. Considering that most animal species, including the highly speciated insects, harbour bacterial symbionts, many of which may co-speciate, this would probably increase the number of bacterial species many fold.
(b) Commensal co-speciation 1 Another group of organisms in which co-speciation may occur are the commensal bacteria. Of course, this situation differs markedly from that of the organism pairs in which coevolution occurs, as discussed for Buchnera. In the case of Buchnera, there is virtually no possibility of exchanging genes with other bacteria because the cells are isolated from other bacteria as well as phage in the aphid's bacteriome. Therefore, the possibility of HGT with other bacteria is largely, if not entirely, precluded. Furthermore, Buchnera has undergone reductive evolution in which many genes that are unnecessary for an independent existence have been lost. Therefore, the genome size has decreased from that of the ancestral type by at least fivefold, from about 3 to 4 Mb to about 650 kb.
In the case of commensal bacteria, many are still capable of independent growth on rich media in the laboratory. One example of such a bacterium is the genus Simonsiella belonging to the Betaproteobacteria (Hedlund & Staley 2002 ). This organism resides in the oral cavity of mammalian hosts where it lives on the epithelial cells. There is no evidence that it is pathogenic. The unique morphology of this bacterium makes it readily identifiable (figure 1). Interestingly, this filamentous bacterium is a gliding organism that shows dorsal-ventral asymmetry. It can be readily cultivated in the laboratory on a medium to which mammalian serum is added.
Studies of the 16S rRNA gene sequence of this bacterium show that four strains from various mammalian species, humans, sheep, dogs and cats, form separate clades (Hedlund & Staley 2002) . When the 16S rRNA gene sequences are compared with the most closely related known sequences from GenBank, the resulting tree has the following features. Each host animal species harbours a separate clade of Simonsiella strains that represent a species. For the carnivore commensals, i.e. the dog and cat strains, the tree is monophyletic, supporting the view that there has been no HGT. However, the primate host (Homo sapiens) and ruminant host (sheep) are separated from each other and the carnivore strains by polytomies. This indicates that there has been HGT and recombination with other organisms. These recombination events may have been initiated by the unidirectional transfer of Simonsiella DNA to highly competent species of the Betaproteobacteria including Neisseria. At this time, there is no evidence that Simonsiella has received genes from other members of the Betaproteobacteria.
If a tree is constructed based on 16S rRNA gene of the Simonsiella strains without the inclusion of other bacteria, the result is similar to that found for Buchnera. That is, the Simonsiella strains show a phylogeny that is a mirror image of the phylogeny of the host animal species (figure 2). Of course, in order for this tree to reflect 'co-speciation', it would be necessary to demonstrate that Simonsiella does not receive DNA from other members of the Betaproteobacteria in the oral cavity and to reconcile evolutionary timelines of host and symbiont. This could be assessed by looking at MLSA patterns of the genes in Simonsiella versus those in Neisseria, Kingella and Eikenella which account for the polytomies of the published 16S rDNA tree (Hedlund & Staley 2002) .
If it could be shown that Simonsiella strains do indeed co-evolve with their mammalian hosts, then their phylogeny would be similar to that described for Buchnera and would parallel that of their host mammals. As a consequence, since there are about 5000 mammalian species, this, as with Buchnera, could also result in almost doubling the present number of bacterial species.
(c) Free-living genomic-phylogenetic species concept ecospecies? The situation concerning the evolution of free-living bacterial and archaeal species is less well understood. A consideration of the Prochlorococcus genomes (Rocap et al. 2003) may help illustrate the application of the GPSC with respect to such free-living bacteria. Some strains of this photosynthetic genus of marine cyanobacteria, which accounts for a major percentage of global primary productivity, are adapted to high light intensity, whereas others are adapted to low light intensity. The MED4 strain is adapted to high light, whereas the MIT9312 strain is a low light strain that underlies the high light group in the marine water column. The 16S rDNA tree indicates that they are descended from a common low light ancestor and have diverged through time to form the two separate ecotypes (GPSC ecospecies?) . Surprisingly, the size of the MED4 genome is only 1.65 Mb, whereas the low light strain MIT9313 is 2.41 Mb and the mol% GCC content is 30.8 versus 50.7 for the two strains, respectively. These are remarkable differences not expected within a single species or perhaps even a genus! This difference is explained in part by reductive evolution and loss of certain genes, including mutY which removes incorrectly paired adenosine. The loss of this gene therefore may have led to an increase in adenine mispairing, leading to GC-TA transversions, with a resultant lower GC content. These two genomes share 1350 genes in common. MED4 has 366 additional genes and MIT9313 has 925. Evidence is provided that these genes have been either differentially retained from the common ancestor, duplicated, or acquired via HGT. The upshot is that Prochlorococcus has a core set of genes that can be used to understand their phylogeny. Therefore, the phylogenetic species concept could be applied to the strains in this genus despite the fact that there is clear evidence that multiple HGT events have occurred particularly at 'hot spots' on the genomes.
A follow-up study of two high light-adapted strains of Prochlorococcus, MED4 and MIT9312, which are also separate ecotypes (GPSC ecospecies?), indicate that they are different from each other as well (Coleman et al. 2006) . Most interesting from the standpoint of the GPSC is that, although these strains differ from each other by 0.8% in 16S rDNA sequence, the median sequence identity of the 1574 shared genes is only 78%. Again, it is evident that the phylogenetic species concept could be applied to these strains as well. These ecotypes have an abundance of shared genes that can, at least in theory (no one to my knowledge has yet undertaken the phylogenetic analyses), be used for their classification by the GPSC. This example based on genome sequences illustrates that the GPSC can be readily applied to ecotypes.
(d) Free-living genomic-phylogenetic species concept geospecies? In the past several years, considerable interest has been shown in bacterial biogeography (Staley 1999; Staley & Gosink 1999; Martiny et al. 2006) . Increasingly evidence is accumulating that geovars of bacteria occur, particularly in extreme environments. For example, the island communities of hot springs provide evidence that entire genera and species may differ from one location on Earth to another, despite strong similarities in the physical and the chemical properties of the different habitats (Papke et al. 2003) .
One of the most striking examples of geovars is reported with Sulfolobus icelandicus strains in which separate clades are found in hot springs from Iceland, North America and Russia (Whitaker et al. 2003) . Based on the concatenated sequence information reported in the paper, a proposal could be made that each of these locations and the probable sublocations within these areas (such as the Uzon and the Mutnovsky geyser field locations at Kamchatka) would appear to be ideal locations to harbour The bacterial species dilemma J. T. Staley 1905 phylospecies. However, additional data indicate that some genetic loci used for the concatenated analyses from strains at one location are more similar to those from another location (Whitaker 2006) . Therefore, HGT events appear to have occurred between locations. From a taxonomic standpoint, it was concluded that, without further information, these organisms should be considered geovars of S. icelandicus, not phylogenetic geospecies (R. Whitaker 2006, personal communication) .
(e) Pathogens and phylogeography Several human pathogens have provided evidence of geographical distribution. Helicobacter pylori has been shown to follow the migratory pathways of H. sapiens as they dispersed from Africa about 40 000 years ago (Falush et al. 2003) . Evidence from MLSA shows that the H. pylori strains from different human racial groups, Asians, Europeans and Africans, produce separate patterns in support of the continental distributions and migrational patterns of their hosts.
A similar pattern of phylogeography has been found with Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Gagneux et al. 2006) . In both species, the distributional patterns follow the migratory routes of human populations that became separated over time by geographical distances. However, unlike M. tuberculosis, the subspecies of H. pylori undergo extensive recombination with strains within the human racial group in which they reside, resulting in clusters that separate them from the pathogenic strains found in other human populations.
From a taxonomic standpoint, H. pylori and M. tuberculosis have been treated as pathovars. Some microbiologists believe that these are examples of speciation in progress. If the separation of the human races were to persist for many additional millennia, these would probably become true species in concert with their human racial counterparts. However, with the rapidity at which humans are mixing geographically and racially, this consequence is unlikely.
The substance of these examples is that these phylogeographic patterns point to the probability that these types of associations can lead to divergence and subsequent speciation events in microbial symbionts in concert with their plant and animal host species, leading to co-speciation in specific regions on Earth.
In many of the examples cited previously, the assumption that provides for clear examples of speciation are dependent either on a reduction in the extent of recombination or its absence altogether. However, in the real world, the degree to which microbial taxa are free from confounding recombinant events is unclear. The following section discusses the effects of HGT, recombination and expression on speciation.
HIGHLY RECOMBINANT BACTERIA
Gene transfer between and among Bacteria and Archaea can occur through a variety of mechanisms, including transformation, transduction and conjugation. It is estimated that about 1% of bacteria are able to undergo natural transformation in which reasonably large segments of the DNA can be potentially available for recombination (Thomas & Nielsen 2005) . Since all organisms studied have been found to harbour phages, it is probable that transduction is one of the most widespread mechanisms known to effect gene transfer. The transfer of plasmids, which may involve large segments of the DNA, appears to be less common.
Conceptually, the bacterial species is in a state of dynamic genetic flux. First and foremost to these organisms is that they must, on the one hand, adapt to their niche, while on the other hand, be prepared to move into another. Therefore, genes may enter or leave the organism as long as they do not result in rapidly displacing the organism from its niche, which could lead to their untimely extinction. Indeed, recombinant mobile genetic elements may provide the recipient organism with some advantage in a changing environment, as the new genes may proffer a selective advantage that enables the organism to evolve to adjust its niche and improve its fitness.
For example, two polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)-degrading organisms of the Gammaproteobacteria, Neptunomonas naphthovorans and a Pseudoalteromonas sp. that are located at the same marine site, have been shown to harbour a dioxygenase whose sequence indicates that they are clearly related to each other (Hedlund & Staley 2006) . Since this creosote-contaminated, US Environmental Protection Agency Superfund Site contains PAH compounds, the logical inference is that these bacteria have been able to incorporate and express the genes involved in PAH degradation, most probably via plasmid transfer from one to the other or from another PAH-degrading organism. However, the housekeeping genes of the organism have probably remained unchanged and will continue to be useful for classification by the GPSC as ecospecies or, in this example, 'ecogenera' using the MLSA approach. Eventually, however, the strong selective pressure of this environment may result in the evolution of the capabilities of these organisms towards novel species that are better suited to this recently changed environment.
Even interdomain gene transfers have been reported in the literature. One notable example of this was the discovery of six formaldehyde oxidation genes in two groups, the methanogens of the Archaea and the methanotrophs of the Proteobacteria. Recently, however, another phylum of the Bacteria, the Planctomycetes were found to harbour these same genes and furthermore, all six of the Planctomycetes proteins involved in formaldehyde oxidation exhibited an intermediate phylogeny between that of the Proteobacteria and the Archaea (Chistoserdova et al. 2004 ). This could be interpreted in a variety of ways, some of which do not involve interdomain HGT. Therefore, simply because some evidence may suggest interdomain HGT, it does not necessarily mean that it is the actual explanation, inasmuch as the simple vertical transfer of these genes with loss from some taxa could explain the data equally well.
Although the mechanisms by which DNA can be transferred from one bacterium to another are known, their effect at great distances is poorly understood. How probable is it that a bacterium wafted in the air or carried by water currents thousands of kilometres around Earth will serve as a vector to transfer genes through transduction, transformation or conjugation? Is it possible that phages are the principal agents involved in long-distance transfers?
Recent evidence indicates that homologous recombination (HR) of small segments of the genome containing less than 1000 bp is occurring across considerable geographical distances. Thus, evidence from the hot springs genera, Thermotoga (Nesbo et al. 2006) and Sulfolobus (Whitaker 2006) indicates that this process is significant. Perhaps, phages are responsible for the transfer. This is consistent with what has been reported for genomes, also, such as Prochlorococcus species (genera?) that reside at higher and lower depths in the marine water column (Coleman et al. 2006) . For Thermotoga, evidence was also provided for HR of large gene fragments. However, as the authors state, it is uncertain whether these came from organisms at global scales or rather from the local environments owing to inadequate local sampling (Nesbo et al. 2006) .
Although the data are not extensive at this time, these patterns suggest that the genomes of resident bacteria at one locale may be markedly affected by genes arising from a distant location. If so, this could be a major driving force for bacterial evolution in that the genomes of bacteria endemic to one area can be impacted by a distant genetic source. As long as these transfers are not extensive, they should not override the core genome of a bacterium. In that case, the phylogeographic pattern of the endemic bacterium can be discerned and the taxonomy of the organism can be determined by the GPSC. Clearly, however, much more extensive work will be needed to understand the genetic diversity of species within and between locations.
Recent MLSA work on 770 strains of the highly recombinant genus, Neisseria indicates that the individual species, N. meningitidis, N. lactamica and N. gonorrhoeae can all be identified using concatenated sequences of seven housekeeping loci (Hanage et al. 2005) . A few strains arose from a branch separating N. meningitidis from N. lactamica. These strains were regarded as 'fuzzy species' or incipient species.
Interestingly, when highly recombinant bacteria are considered, it could be argued that they fulfil the definition of a pseudo-biological species concept in which sexuality plays the major role in speciation. However, it must be recognized that within animal species all the genes are transferred; the transfer is only intraspecies, it is the sole means of reproduction and fertile progeny are produced. None of these criteria fully apply to the Bacteria and Archaea (table 3) .
Therefore, the primary challenge of a GPSC for Bacteria and Archaea is that it cannot apply to bacteria which are so highly recombinant that the phylogeny cannot be discerned. The highly recombinant types that cannot be phylogenetically resolvable would need to be considered as sub-specific varieties. On the other hand, if further evidence indicates that recombination is the driving as well as cohesive force in the speciation of some groups of highly recombinant bacteria, then a recombinant species concept for these Bacteria and Archaea may be more appropriate.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR A GENOMIC-PHYLOGENETIC SPECIES CONCEPT
Much of the work that is being carried out by bacteriologists is based on an assumption that phylogeny is an acceptable approach to bacterial classification. This is one of the reasons that the 16S rRNA gene sequence has acquired such significance. Thus, it seems reasonable that a GPSC for Bacteria and Archaea would be acceptable to a majority of bacteriologists, providing experimental evidence supports this approach. Clearly, however, the adoption of the GPSC for Bacteria and Archaea will entail further research. What criteria are necessary for identification of a phylogenetic species? Evidence from phylogenetic analyses of gene or protein sequences that supports the evolution of a novel cluster or clade. A sufficient number of sequences as well as a sufficient number of strains would be needed.
Of course, the genomic approach is the quintessential way to examine the speciation process in bacteria. Indeed, even the expense of doing this has dropped considerably in the past few years. Some present procedures indicate that a typical 3-4 Mb genome can be sequenced for less than US $10 000 (Margulies et al. 2005) . With complete genomes of several strains of a closely related group (genus or species), it is possible to identify core genes. The phylogeny of the core genes could be readily extended to a larger collection of strains by MLSA to see whether the strains form phylogenetic clusters. Furthermore, approaches such as the average nucleotide index of the strains would also be beneficial in identifying similarities among the strains (Konstantinidis & Tiedje 2005a,b) and RT-PCR and expression arrays could be used to determine if the recombinant loci are actually being expressed.
Once the genomes of a given taxonomic group have been analysed, it would be possible to assess which genes would be most useful for MLSA. This would result in a less time-consuming and expensive method for the taxonomy of that group. Genomes of some 500 bacterial strains are available at this time and several have already proven to be useful to study the GPSC.
Even without complete genome sequences, the MLSA approach has been very useful in assessing the phylogeny of bacteria (Feil & Spratt 2001) . In general, its findings have been very consistent with the presently accepted taxonomy of Bacteria. Some clusters representing new species have been discovered (Brian Spratt 2006, personal communication) . If the MLSA approach as it is conducted presently were accepted as an alternative manner to describe Bacteria and Archaea, it could be implemented very soon for some microbial groups. Furthermore, it would be a welcome improvement in the taxonomy of Bacteria and Archaea because it would greatly expedite their identification. An interim period is proposed to allow for research on the GPSC for bacteria and the utility of phylospecies. The primary goal of this interim period would be to identify model groups of organism for analysis. Many human pathogens have already been studied in considerable depth (Feil & Spratt 2001) . Likewise, Buchnera and commensal bacteria such as Simonsiella would appear to be ideal models in which rapid progress could be made to investigate the GPSC. In addition, it would be desirable to have further work performed on environmental organisms. For example, some of the hot springs cyanobacteria have been brought into culture and are amenable to MLSA (D. Ward 2006, personal communication) .
With sufficient information available from a wide variety of Bacteria and Archaea, it should be possible to extend the GPSC more broadly for the taxonomy of Bacteria and Archaea. Most importantly, studies of the microbial speciation process are fundamental to understanding how these fascinating and successful forms of life on Earth have evolved. 
ENDNOTE

1
The quotation marks used for 'commensal co-speciation' indicate that, for commensal bacteria, it is uncertain and perhaps doubtful that the symbiont is directing the host's evolution, although some have argued that the development of the immune systems of hosts is probably affected by commensal organisms. In this example, commensal co-speciation is identified as a somewhat different process from the classical description of co-speciation in the organisms, such as Buchnera and the aphids in which both the partners are clearly co-dependent for their livelihood.
